Tennis Match Results  
Valparaiso vs Cleveland State  
Apr 30, 2017 at Ann Arbor, Mich.  
(Varsity Tennis Center)  

Valparaiso 4, Cleveland State 3

Singles competition
1. Jeffrey Schorsch (VALPO) def. MOSTARDI, Nico (CSU-M) 6-1, 6-3  
2. Chad Kissell (VALPO) def. BUFFINGTON, Colton (CSU-M) 7-5, 6-1  
3. SLADE, Benjamin (CSU-M) def. Charlie Emhardt (VALPO) 6-2, 5-7, 6-4  
4. RADOSEVIC, Mirko (CSU-M) def. Dave Bacalla (VALPO) 6-2, 4-6, 6-2  
5. Kyle Dunn (VALPO) def. MALM, William (CSU-M) 6-2, 6-7 (2-7), 7-6 (7-4)  
6. GOTH, Kevin (CSU-M) def. Brandon Ancona (VALPO) 4-6, 6-2, 6-1

Doubles competition
1. SLADE, Benjamin/RADOSEVIC, Mirko (CSU-M) vs. Jeffrey Schorsch/Dave Bacalla (VALPO) 5-4, unfinished  
2. Charlie Emhardt/Chad Kissell (VALPO) def. BUFFINGTON, Colton/GOTH, Kevin (CSU-M) 6-2  

Match Notes:  
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3); Singles (1,2,6,4,3,5)  
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